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Social change has accelerated globally. Greenfield’s interdisciplinary and multilevel theory of social change and human development provides a unified framework for exploring implications of these changes for cultural values, learning environments/socialization processes, and human development/behavior. Data from societies where social change has occurred in place (US, China, and Mexico) and a community where it has occurred through international migration (Mexican immigrants in the US) elucidate these implications. Globally dominant sociodemographic trends are: rural to urban, agriculture to commerce, isolation to interconnectedness, less to more education, less to more technology, lesser to greater wealth, and larger to smaller families/households. These trends lead to both cultural losses (e.g., interdependence/collectivism, respect, tradition, contextualized thinking) and cultural gains (e.g., independence/individualism, equality, innovation, abstraction).
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Social change has accelerated in the world. Ordinary people are aware of these changes and have folk theories concerning the behavioral ramifications of social change [1*;2]. Greenfield’s theory of social change, cultural evolution, and human development provides a unified framework for exploring the cultural and psychological implications of these changes, complementing folk theories with other kinds of psychological evidence [3*;4]. This is a multilevel and interdisciplinary theory incorporating sociological variables at the top level (with roots in Tönnies [5]), cultural variables at the next level down, and more traditional psychological variables at the next two levels (Figure 1).

According to this theory, as the world becomes more urban, formally educated, commercial, richer, interconnected, and technological, with smaller families and households (the dominant direction of social change in our globalizing world) cultural values, learning environments (i.e., socialization processes) and human development/behavior shift in predictable ways to adapt to the new conditions (e.g., [6*] and Figure 2).

On the cultural level, these sociodemographic changes move values from more collectivistic (family-centered, community-centered, or nation-centered) to more individualistic (e.g., [7,8,9*,10]). Adapting to new conditions, cultural values for social relationships shift from hierarchies to egalitarian gender relations, from ascribed to chosen gender roles, and from giving to others to getting for oneself; the importance of materialism and fame rises [11]. Values adaptive in agricultural communities, such as obedience and age-graded authority, decline in importance, as child-centeredness increases [12*–15]. Preferred thinking processes shift from tradition to innovation, from contextualized cognition to abstraction [15,16*]. In metacognition, values shift from one correct perspective to multiple perspectives [14,17*] (Figure 2).

At the next level down, value changes are reflected in new socialization practices and learning environments that foster the behavioral expression of these values: a movement from socially guided learning to independent learning [15,18]; from more bodily contact between mothers and infants to more physical separation [19]; from criticism as a way to bring others up to a standard to praise as a way to foster self-confidence [20]; to support and warmth as important socialization practices (C Zhou, Yu, Wu, Lin, & Greenfield, unpublished data) [21]; from expectations of family obligation to expectations of individual development [22]; from in-person social interaction to technologically mediated social interaction [9*] (Figure 2).

These changes in the learning environment in turn lead to new patterns of behavioral development, in other words: altered psychologies. In the social domain, adaptive behavior goes from obedient to independent [15] (C Zhou, Yu, Wu, Lin, & Greenfield, unpublished data), from respectful to self-expressive and curious (C Zhou, Yu, Wu, Lin, & Greenfield, unpublished data) [23]. In the cognitive domain, processes go from detail-oriented to abstract, from tradition-based to novel [15,16*] (Figure 2). The bottom rectangle of Figure 2 summarizes other developmental and behavioral shifts that will be discussed later as part of the four case studies.

A novel feature of the theory (illustrated later in the Maya Mexican case), is that each sociodemographic factor is equipotential. Whatever factor or factors is/are changing...
most rapidly will drive cultural and psychological change in a particular time or place.

In order to show the interrelation of multiple levels (depicted by the vertical arrows in Figure 1), four case studies will be presented. Their variety illustrates an important fact: social change is pervasive in the world; it is not limited to so-called developing countries. Nor is it limited to social change that occurs in one’s place of birth: around the world, people move from poorer to wealthier societies, from rural to urban environments, from places with little opportunity for formal education to places with more, from low tech environments to high-tech environments. Hence the theory can apply to migration situations. Three of the four case studies relate to social change in place: The United States, China, and the Maya of Chiapas. One relates to migration: Latino immigration from Mexico and Central America to the United States.

But societies and migrant populations also have their discrepancies, dialectics, and disconnects in the process of adapting to social change — for example, a discrepancy between behavior and values, with shifting values sometimes leading corresponding shifts in the learning environment, and altered learning environments sometimes leading corresponding shifts in values [24,25]. For in-
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**Figure 1**

A multilevel model linking sociological, cultural, environmental, and behavioral variables. Solid arrows denote the main causal pathway, with dashed arrows indicating an alternative causal pathway.
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**Figure 2**

Model of social change, cultural evolution, and human development. Relationships for which there is empirical evidence, described in the text, have been selected for inclusion. While the horizontal arrows represent the dominant direction of social change in the world, sociodemographic change can go in the opposite direction [52]. In that case all the horizontal arrows would be reversed.
stance, Thein-Lemelson discusses a case in rapidly changing Burma/Myanmar, a country emerging from global isolation and moving into a market economy. In this particular family, the father verbally espouses independence as a developmental goal for his daughters; yet his six-year-old daughter was considered too young to brush her own teeth [24]. Here the father’s values have shifted before they are supported by changes in the home learning environment. On the other hand, Thein-Lemelson describes the opposite situation: a Burmese mother verbally supports developmental goals adaptive in Burma’s highly controlled and predominantly agricultural economy, such as understanding age-based hierarchy and respect for authority; yet her son’s urban private elementary school, a product of the emerging market economy, emphasizes the developmental goal of independence, with socialization practices that lead to the boy’s independent behaviors at home — such as washing his own face. Here a learning environment at school adapted to the newly privatized economy, and resulting independent child behavior at home, is paired with unchanged parental values.

Dialectical processes also occur in social change: Chen notes the directionality of global social change toward the coexistence and integrations of diverse value systems (e.g., individualistic and collectivistic) [26]; Hong and colleagues focus on multicultural identities [27]; and Chiu and Kwan discuss simultaneous encounter with symbols of more than one culture [28]. Disconnects are frequent in the process of migration [29,30]; for example, return migrants from individualistic countries such as Australia find that they must readjust to contrasting cultural practices in their native Hong Kong — for example, education by effortful memorization in Hong Kong compared with the independent exploration found in the learning environments of Australian education [30].

Although not acknowledged by classical modernization theory (e.g., [31]) sociodemographic trends are bidirectional — for example, not just from poor to wealthy, but also from wealthy to poor; the theory predicts that changes in culture, learning environments, and psychology are correspondingly bidirectional; a study of social change in the United States (noted in the next section) tests this prediction. Also unlike classical modernization theory, the theory of social change and human development considers cultural losses as well as cultural gains — for example, as individual independence grows over time, family closeness diminishes (e.g., [15]).

**The United States**

**Sociodemographic change and cultural change**

As an index of long-term sociodemographic change in the United States, the proportion of urban population in the United States rose steadily between 1800 and 2000 [12] (Figure 3). Between the late 1800s and the 2000s, family size and multigenerational households declined in fre-
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**Figure 3**

Percentage of U.S. population living in rural and urban areas from 1800 to 2000. The data sources for the graph in Figure 3 were as follows: 1800–1980 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2004); 1990 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1992); 2000: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2004). The operational definition of urban population used through 1960 was people ‘living in incorporated places of 2500 inhabitants or more and in areas (usually minor civil divisions) classified as urban under special rules relating to population size and density’ (U.S. Census Bureau, 1953, p. 9). The definition introduced in 1950 was: ‘all persons living in (a) places of 2500 inhabitants or more incorporated as cities, boroughs, and villages, (b) incorporated towns of 2500 inhabitants or more incorporated as cities, boroughs, and villages, (c) the densely settled urban fringe, including both incorporated and unincorporated areas, around cities of 50,000 or more, and (d) unincorporated places of 2500 inhabitants or more outside any urban fringe’ (U.S. Census Bureau, 1953, p. 9). As seen in the graph, the Census Bureau used both definitions in 1950 and 1960, allowing one to see how they relate to each other. In 2000, the definition changed to densely settled territory, termed urbanized areas and urban clusters. In all definitions of urban, the remaining population is considered rural. Figure and caption reproduced from Greenfield [12].
quency, as single-child families and living alone became more frequent family and household structures [32**].

On the cultural level, content analysis of millions of books, using the Google Ngram Viewer, showed that, simultaneous with these sociodemographic shifts, individualistic words (e.g., choose, personal, individual, self, unique, special), first-person singular pronouns (e.g., I, me, mine), unique children’s names, and the word child itself (indexing a rise in child-centeredness) also rose. In this same period of time, collectivistic words (e.g., duty, give, harmony, belong, compassion), first-person plural pronouns (we, us, ours), words signifying hierarchical social relations (obedience, authority), and words related to the practice of religion in everyday life (pray, worship) also became less frequent [12*,32**–36**]. Figure 4 shows examples of these trends. Another individualistic cultural trend, the promotion of equal rights in the realm of gender, was manifest in a rising proportion of female pronouns relative to male pronouns in books between the 1960s and the 2000s [37*].

Change in cultural values, learning environments and human development/psychology

In line with the rise in individualistic content and the decline of collectivistic content in books, the content of the two most popular preteen television shows for each decade from the 1960s to the 2000s changed drastically in the values they manifest: community feeling declined as a value as fame and wealth rose [11]. A survey of 9–15-year-olds showed that individualistic, self-focused aspirations, such as fame, were tied to watching TV, as well as to actively using a social networking site, a recipe for the narcissism that is part and parcel of the fame motivation. In contrast, collectivistic, other-focused aspirations were associated with older nontechnology activities, most of which were intrinsically social [38*].

Figure 4

Top panel: Increases in frequency of words indexing adaptation to more urban, educated, wealthy, and technological environments in the United States from 1800 through 2000. Bottom panel: Decreases in frequency of words indexing adaptations to more rural, less educated, poorer, and less technological environments from 1800 through 2000. Figure from Greenfield [12*].
These and other studies support a key theoretical idea: that communication technologies develop individualistic behaviors, attitudes, and values [39]. In-person social interaction not only develops social motivations; it also develops social skills, such as skill in reading the emotions of others [40]. Compared with communicating by means of technology, communicating with another person face to face maximizes the sense of bonding between friends [41].

Many other kinds of psychological shifts occurred as the United States became wealthier, more urban, more well educated, and more technological. Children, early adolescents, high-school students, and college students increased in self-esteem and positive self-views between the 1960s and the 2000s [42–45]; increasingly, they favored self-enhancement values such as money, fame, and image [46]. At the same time, communal traits such as empathy have declined [47], while the importance of internal feeling states increased [48]. Reflecting individualism in the domain of gender, there has been historical movement in the United States from ascribed roles of wife and mother to chosen roles in the domains of education and career, as well as increasing freedom from the constraints of marriage and sexual fidelity [49–51].

**Reversing these trends**

However, the theory also predicts that reversing sociodemographic trends, for example, wealth reduction, will reverse cultural and psychological trends. In line with this prediction, yearly national surveys of college students from 1976 to 2010 showed that concern for others and for the environment were higher during times of relative economic deprivation, while materialism and positive self-views were higher in better economic times. With respect to positive self-views, the Great Recession was an historical exception, probably because of conflicting sociodemographic trends: the increasing role of technology seemed to overwhelm reduced economic level; and self-views continued to become more positive, even as concern for others and for the environment rose [52].

**China**

**Sociodemographic change and cultural change**

On the cultural level, as China rapidly developed a market economy, individualistic pronoun use (first-person plural) and some collectivistic nouns and verbs declined in the same period (e.g., help, sacrifice) and the frequency of these words was negatively correlated with national increases in wealth, level of formal education, and urban population. At the same time, the incredibly rapid social change that China has undergone was reflected in a collectivistic reaction, so that some collectivistic words (obliged, give, family) increased in frequency, a situation indicating the simultaneous presence of two value systems [53,26].

**Socialization change and developmental change**

These sociodemographic and cultural changes are also reflected in child socialization and development. On the level of socialization, grandmothers (who raised their own children and are now actively involved with their grandchildren) remember being parented more critically and with less praise and support than their grandchildren are being parented (C Zhou, Yiu, Wu, Lin, & Greenfield, unpublished data). They also recall themselves as significantly more obedient than their own children during childhood, and their own children as significantly more obedient than their grandchildren. Also as expected, they see their grandchildren as more autonomous, extraverted, curious, and self-expressive than their own children were during childhood, and their own children as having been more autonomous, extraverted, curious, and self-expressive than they themselves were as children.

In line with grandmothers’ perceptions of social change, child surveys, teacher observations, and school records reveal that shyness used to be a positive trait in Chinese children (associated with social and academic achievement). But because extraversion is now more adaptive than shyness in the environment of a market economy, shyness has come to be associated with mal-adjustment (peer rejection, school problems, and depression) [56**]. Not only actual social change, but parental perceptions of social change can have an impact on socialization. The reports of Chinese adolescents that their parents were warm and encouraging of independence were correlated with their parents’ perceptions of social change in terms of new opportunities and prospects [21].

**Mexico**

**Sociodemographic change and cultural change**

In Zinacantec Maya communities in highland Chiapas, woven and embroidered patterns went from uniform tradition to individual innovation, as the economic foundation of the community moved from subsistence and agriculture to money and commerce [15]. The ‘Tzotzil Maya word for ‘different’ went from a negative to a positive, showing that fitting in became a less important value, while individual uniqueness became more valued. As the economy became more commercial, the learning
environment of informal education also shifted: weaving learners shed their reliance on interdependence with their informal teachers; they became increasingly independent learners [18]. In the cognitive domain, children became less detail-oriented and more abstract in their representation of familiar woven patterns, while getting more skilled at representing novel patterns [16*]. While abstraction is clearly valued in a Gesellschaft world, the decline of detailed representations represents a loss of the kind of representation needed to weave the patterns, a skill central to Maya cultural traditions.

Between Generation 1 (studied in 1969 and 1970) and Generation 2 (studied in 1991) cognitive changes were mainly fueled by economic shifts from subsistence and agriculture to commerce and money. However, between Generation 2 and Generation 3 (studied in 2012), continuing cognitive changes in the same direction were mainly fueled by increased schooling [16*]. In each case, the critical sociodemographic variable was the one that was changing most rapidly during that period of time. Simultaneously, detailed representation of woven patterns (such as one would need to weave them) was negatively affected by the loss of weaving experience, as learning to weave was replaced by going to school.

Looking at the same three generations in a cross-sectional design, Manago found that the development of commerce impelled changing gender-role values (from hierarchical to egalitarian and from ascribed to chosen) from grandmothers to mothers, whereas formal schooling further advanced the changes between mothers and their teenage daughters [57,58**]. In a study of first generation Maya university students, Manago found that the transition from homogenous village to diverse city brought with it a metacognitive shift from one correct way to multiple perspectives [14].

Similar sociodemographic change was observed in Baja California from the 1970s to the 2000s and in Veracruz from the 1980s to the 2000s. Comparing children tested in the two periods, researchers found that child behavior moved from highly cooperative to quite competitive as communities became more urban and commerce-oriented [59*].

Immigrants from Mexico and Central America to the United States

Immigrants from Mexico and Central America have transitioned from poorer countries to a wealthier one, from less educational opportunity to greater educational opportunity, and (often) from rural to urban environments. As one would expect on theoretical grounds, they bring with them a collectivistic perspective that may even be strengthened in their immigrant communities [60]. As a consequence, their values conflict with the individualistic values that dominate in the United States, for example in American schooling [61*]. Therefore, children from Latino immigrant families are exposed to two conflicting sets of values: family oriented collectivism at home and individualism at school. This value mismatch becomes even more severe at the college level, where individualistic academic obligations are so much more demanding, making it more difficult to fulfill the family obligations that are at the heart of Latino collectivism [62*]. In a diverse university, first-generation Latino college students from immigrant families face similar value mismatches with other-ethnic peers from more well-educated families [63].

Conclusions and future directions

At the extreme, the sociodemographic conditions on the left-hand side of Figure 2 approach the conditions in which the human species evolved. In that sense, they are fundamental to human life. However, equally fundamental to human life are capacities and propensities to adapt to shifting conditions, yielding the altered cultural values, learning environments, and behavioral developments we see on the right side of Figure 2. Yet, unlike classical modernization theory, we must not see the effects of the dominant direction of social change as pure progress; instead, we must be aware that every shift toward the right-hand side of Figure 2 in values, learning environments, and behaviors, brings a loss of the corresponding values, learning environments, and behaviors on the left side of the figure, for example, a loss of traditional values, social guidance, family obligation, and respect. Future research should explore these losses, which have up to now received far too little attention.

It is clear that, in today’s world, social change has become more normative than social stability. Greenfield’s theory of social change and human development has successfully predicted the consequences of social change around the world. It provides a generative framework for further exploration of social change, cultural evolution, and human development; in turn, continued empirical investigation will further enrich the theory [5**,4]. From a methodological perspective, the body of literature reviewed in this article implies that the concept of replicability as the gold standard for psychological research needs to be replaced by an understanding that failure to replicate a study may be the mark of social change rather than a mark of unreliable data [59*].
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